
This Non- Disclosure Agreement is made and executed on _______________________ BETWEEN:

KENREY MADRIGAL, of legal age, and with postal address of Mandaluyong City, hereinafter referred to as HOST; AND:

_______________________________, of legal age, and with postal address of _______________________________ hereinafter
referred to as CLIENT.

WHEREAS, the CLIENT has signified his intent to the HOST to be a fully verified member of the GentsHub website through its
Verification Program as of above-mentioned date;

WHEREAS, The CLIENT and HOST wish to evidence by this Agreement the manner which confidential and proprietary material
and/or information from both parties hereafter accessed will be treated;

WHEREAS, The CLIENT and HOST do hereby both mutually agree and wish to evidence by this instrument the assurance of the
privacy of all parties involved, including those of all models who are, and will be, in some, or all, activities of the Gents Channel
henceforth.

NOW, THEREFORE, both parties have agreed upon the following terms and conditions:

1) THAT, for and in consideration of any amount the HOST sets as appropriate for any particular event, or subscription level,
the HOST does hereby allow the CLIENT be given access to certain confidential and proprietary information;

2) THAT, both parties understand and agree that each Party may have access to the confidential information as accessed in
the GentsHub website or through any other modality, either through VCD/DVD, internet, cellular phones and other similar
means or device. For the purpose of this agreement, all activities in Gents Philippines Private Event is considered
confidential; and that the CLIENT agrees that these are subject to the provisions set by Section 4 of REPUBLIC ACT No. 9995,
also known as the “ANTI - PHOTO and VIDEO VOYEURISM ACT OF 2009.” And, that relative to R.A. 9995, the CLIENT is
hereby prohibited to:
a. Take photo or video coverage of a person or group of persons performing sexual act or any similar activity or to capture

an image of the private area of a person/s such as the naked or undergarment clad genitals, pubic area, buttocks
without the consent of the person/s involved and under circumstances in which the person/s has/have a reasonable
expectation of privacy.

b. To copy or reproduce, or to cause to be copied or reproduced, such photo or video or recording of sexual act or any
similar activity with or without consideration;

c. To sell or distribute, or cause to be sold or distributed, such photo or video or recording of sexual act, whether it be the
original copy or reproduction thereof; or

d. To publish or broadcast, or cause to be published or broadcast, whether in print or broadcast media, or show or exhibit
the photo or video coverage or recordings of such sexual act or any similar activity through VCD/DVD, internet, cellular
phones and other similar means or device.

3) THAT, for and in consideration of any privileges the subscription given to the CLIENT by the HOST, the CLIENT freely and
willingly consents to give the HOST access to his personal information, subject to provisions declared in Sections 3, 11, 12
and 13 of Republic Act No. 10173, also known as the “Data Privacy Act of 2012”. Hence, the HOST hereby understands that:
a. The CLIENT has given his consent to access his personal information freely and willingly;
b. The HOST’s processing of the CLIENT’s personal information is necessary for, and is only related to, the purpose of

fulfilment of this agreement;
c. The processing of the CLIENT’s personal information is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which both

parties are subject;
d. The processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the HOST, acting on his interests

and on behalf of the interests of any or all models who he may hire for the activities of the GentsHub, except where
such interests are overridden by fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protection under
the Philippine Constitution;

e. The CLIENT’s personal information is retained by the HOST only for as long as necessary for the fulfilment of the
purposes of this agreement, and/or for the establishment, exercise or defense of legal claims;

f. And that by the nature of circumstances surrounding the disclosure, ought in good faith to be treated as confidential.

4) THAT both parties agree and understand that should there be any breach in any of the conditions above-mentioned, all
relevant legal actions shall be taken against offending party, including filing for damages, as well as prosecution for violating
provisions of the Anti-Photo and Video Voyeurism Act of 2009.

SIGNED:

KENREY MADRIGAL (HOST)

CONFORME:

________________ (CLIENT)


